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Abstract. This paper is a tutorial level review covering a wide range of aspects related to
charged particle beam current measurement. The tutorial begins with a look at the characteristics
of the beam as a signal source, the associated electromagnetic fields, the influence of the typical
accelerator environment on those fields, and the usual means of modifying and controlling that
environment to facilitate beam current measurement. Short descriptions of three quite different
types of current monitors are presented and a quantitative review of the classical transformer
circuit is given. Recognizing that environmental noise pick-up may present a large source of
error in quantitative measurements, signal handling considerations are given considerable
attention using real-life examples. An example of a successful transport line beam current
monitor implementation is presented and the tutorial concludes with a few comments about
signal processing and current monitor calibration issues.

INTRODUCTION
Beam current, bunch charge, and beam pulse shapes are fundamental parameters to
be measured in any particle accelerator, storage ring or beam transport line. Devices to
perform these measurements may or may not physically intercept the beam particles.
In synchrotrons, storage rings, and many beam transport lines non-intercepting types
of monitors are essential to minimize induced beam loss or emittance blow-up. These
monitors sample the electromagnetic fields of the beam to produce a useful signal.
Beam monitors can be made to sense the electric field, the magnetic field, or some
combination. Devices that rely primarily on interaction with the beam’s magnetic field
to measure beam current, charge, and pulse shape are generally termed beam current
monitors. From an engineering viewpoint, the beam current monitor is usefully
described in the formalism of transformer circuit theory. Beam current transformers
and their application in the accelerator environment are the topics of this tutorial.

THE BEAM AS A SIGNAL SOURCE
A charged particle beam exhibits an electric current of magnitude
ib = e ⋅ λN ⋅ v
where e is the particle charge,
particle velocity.
*

N

the number of particles per unit length, and v the
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The impedance of an electrical current source is defined as V/ I, where V
represents the change in source terminal voltage GXHWRDQH[WHUQDOSHUWXUEDWLRQDQG I
is the resulting change in the source output current. An ideal source exhibits infinite
impedance, i.e. the output current is completely independent of perturbations at the
source terminals. A relativistic beam is nearly such an ideal source. To produce a
change in the beam current, the beam must be subjected to a longitudinal voltage that
will initially change the particle velocity and therefore it’s energy. The magnitude of
that source impedance can be described by
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where e is the electronic charge, Eo the particle rest energy, c the speed of light, and
and the normal relativistic parameters.
For a 500 mA 8 GeV proton beam, this is 1.67E12 ohms. High impedance indeed!
Note that the impedance is nonlinear; it is inversely proportional to the current itself.
This is understood with the realization that any particles seeing an applied voltage will
slow down equally. The more particles, the larger the effective change in current.

THE BEAM, ITS FIELDS, AND ENVIRONMENT
The beam communicates with its environment through the electric and magnetic
fields it carries. The assembly of charged particles forming the beam typically travels
through an evacuated chamber bounded by electrically conducting metallic walls. The
beam charge produces an electric field that in turn induces an image charge on the
chamber wall. As the charged beam particles are in motion, they produce a magnetic
field that induces the image charge on the wall to flow along. The resulting “wall
currents” are, to first order, equal and opposite to the beam current.
Ampere’s Law states that the magnetic field around a closed path, e.g. a circle
around the beam tube, is proportional to the sum of all currents enclosed by the path.
Therefore, to the extent that wall currents mirror the beam current, the magnetic field
outside the beam tube is cancelled.
The field strength reduction corresponds to the attenuation of an electromagnetic
wave propagating through a conductor. The characteristic length in which the wave
amplitude is reduced by a factor of e (-8.69 dB) is termed the skin depth.
The skin depth in a non-magnetic, good conductor is

δ=

10 ⋅ 103
2π

ρ
f

(3)

where is the resistivity of the conductor and f is the wave frequency.
Figure 1 is a skin depth chart for copper and stainless steel at selected frequencies.
The attenuation through a material thickness, t, is 8.69 ⋅ t δ dB. For example, at
10Mhz, a typical 1/32” (0.794mm) stainless beam tube wall (6.1 skin depths) will

attenuate magnetic fields propagating to the exterior by 53dB. This is sufficient to
clobber the sensitivity of a practical beam current monitor, but not so much as to
render the beam signal invisible to a sensitive radio receiver! The shielding
effectiveness of copper is 55dB better than that of the same thickness of stainless steel.
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FIGURE 1. Skin Depth Chart.

Since the magnetic field of the beam is severely attenuated outside a continuous
conducting vacuum chamber, a practical beam current monitor requires a "window to
the beam". The monitor must be placed within the vacuum chamber walls or the
conducting path in the chamber must be broken. To minimize mechanical
complications associated with inserting a device into the vacuum, a non-conducting
material, often ceramic, may be inserted electrically in series with an otherwise
continuous beam tube section. This interruption of the conduction path along the beam
tube forces wall currents to find a new path, potentially under the instrument
designer’s control, outside the vacuum chamber.
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FIGURE 2. Typical ceramic gap installation in accelerator environment and equivalent circuit model.

Figure 2 depicts a ceramic break or ceramic gap installation in a typical beam tube.
The break provides a local region suitable for placing a beam current monitor through
which, at low frequencies at least, only the beam current flows. Wall currents take
whatever paths, controlled or uncontrolled, that are presented across the gap. At low
frequencies the lowest impedance path is often well out around the local region. The
effective gap impedance is a parallel combination of the inherent gap capacitance and
all external impedance, including beam tube capacitance, grounds, cable shields,
straps or housings placed across the gap, and even the current monitor itself. Elements
comprising the external paths may be intentional or incidental, local or distant, but will
always be present. The beam will supply whatever gap voltage is required to drive the
image currents through the effective gap impedance. A gap voltage
Vgap (ω ) = Z gap (ω ) ⋅ I wall (ω ) = Z gap (ω ) ⋅ I beam (ω )

will be generated.

(4)

Impedance measurements of a ceramic gap actually installed in the Fermilab 8 GeV
beam transport line are shown in Figure 3. The curve labeled "open" is the impedance
of the gap as found. It shows that, in this case, a dc path with an inductance of about
1.1uH shunts the gap. A plot of the impedance of 1.1uH is overlaid for comparison.
The measurement was not designed for quantitatively accurate results above a few
tens of megahertz, but does serve to show that resonances can occur below the
frequency where the gap capacitance begins to dominate. The "shorted" curve displays
the result of placing shorting braids, long enough to reach outside and around a
proposed beam current transformer, across the gap.
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FIGURE 3. Impedance measurement of installed ceramic gap with and without a somewhat long
shorting strap attached across the gap. Impedance of 1.1uH inductor included for reference.

Although a gap provides the required window to the beam, it may cause undesired
side effects. The beam currents, typically with a broad frequency spectrum, will drive
the gap impedance. Significant beam induced voltage can result if the gap
environment is left uncontrolled. This voltage feeds back on the beam itself and can
cause instabilities in circulating beams. The gap voltage and the currents taking paths
external to the gap may couple into neighboring circuits and at high frequencies
produce radiating fields. A beam current of 500mA at 10Mhz through the impedance
of the gap of Figure 3 will, for example, induce about 30 volts. This is insufficient to
corrupt the beam in a small number of turns, but large enough to present itself as a
’noisy neighbor’ to nearby circuits. Narrow, high impedance resonances can result in
very high gap voltages and potentially serious beam disruption.
An example configuration to control side effects of gap impedance and improve the
environment of a beam current monitor is shown in Figure 4. Straps or a full housing
around the transformer and gap serve to reduce the effective impedance presented to
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FIGURE 4. Model of current monitor enclosed in housing over gap with shunting elements to control
impedance.

the beam (e.g. see the "shorted" curve in Fig. 3) and to shield the external world from
the gap voltage and the wall currents. Resistor and capacitor circuits, Zshunt, can be
added to limit gap impedance and damp potential resonances. For best high frequency
performance, multiple elements should be distributed across the gap in parallel and
more or less uniformly around the circumference. The magnitude of Zshunt must be
sufficiently high at frequencies where the beam current is to be measured so as not to
short-circuit the gap as seen by the current monitor. Typically a value of >10 to 100
ohms is acceptable. For example, a 1 volt/amp transformer with an internal 50 ohm
termination presents a 0.02 ohm impedance to the current being measured, therefore a
Zshunt magnitude of 20 ohms over the measurement frequency range will cause only a
0.1% error. Either series or parallel resistor/capacitor circuits as shown in Figure 4
may be used. The series configuration provides a DC block to external noise or ground
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FIGURE 5. Potential locations of current monitor relative to beam tube gap. A and B depict acceptable
locations, current bypass paths enclose the transformer. C and D show unacceptable locations because
ground or other connections short-circuit the gap by paths not enclosing the monitor.

currents that might attempt to flow through Zshunt and appear as real signal to the
monitor. If external strap or housing is present, these unwanted currents should not be
a problem, as they will be short-circuited outside the monitor. The parallel
configuration would appear to yield lower ultimate high frequency impedance,
although at some point the inherent gap capacitance will dominate regardless.
A commonly asked question is "What is an acceptable position for a beam current
monitor relative to the gap; does it need to go right over the gap?" The requirement is
that all paths by which the wall current can bypass the gap must enclose the beam
current monitor. The monitor should be placed as close to the gap as possible for best
high frequency performance, but need not straddle the gap physically. Figure 5 shows
four possible monitor locations. In each case, the wall current passes around the gap
either via a ground path or some ungrounded path, perhaps two signal cable shields
connected to the beam tube and also to another, possibly remote, common point. In
Figures 5A and 5B, those external paths enclose the beam current monitor and the wall
current flows undetected outside the monitor. In Figures 5C and 5D the paths do not
enclose the current monitor; the wall currents are observed by the current monitor and
interfere with the beam current that is to be measured.

COMMON TYPES OF BEAM CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
Differing measurement requirements often require beam current monitors with
special performance features. Three commonly used types of monitors, each with
unique features and operating characteristics, are summarized.
Integrating Current Transformer (ICT)

The ICT is a passive current transformer. It operates on the principle that a
sufficiently short (< 1 nsec) and isolated (±50 nsec) beam bunch driving the
transformer's impulse response will produce an output pulse fixed in shape by the
transformer design and independent of the beam pulse shape. The output pulse
amplitude is directly proportional to bunch charge and is stretched in time compared to
the bunch length.
The ICT is useful in synchrotrons, storage rings, and transport lines with short
widely separated bunches. It is elegantly simple in design, easy to apply, relatively
inexpensive, and offers stable passive calibration. The stretched output pulse eases
timing requirements for signal sampling circuitry. A disadvantage of the ICT is that
bunch shape information is not available; however, for the short bunches required for
proper ICT operation a lumped element transformer is likely not the device of choice
for bunch shape measurement in any case.
Direct Current Transformer (DCCT, PCT, etc.)

The DCCT and it siblings are active devices utilizing strong, precisely controlled
AC magnetizing forces applied to one or more toroidal cores to enable the sampling of
a magnetic bias imposed by beam or other current. This category of devices is unique
in the ability to measure a DC current component.

DCCTs operate in a zero average flux mode. Sensitive electronics detect any flux
imbalance in the magnetic circuit and return a feedback current to precisely null that
imbalance. When the initial flux is due to the magnetic bias induced by a beam
current, the resulting feedback current will be directly proportional to that beam
current. A stable, precision resistor in the feedback current path yields a voltage that
serves as the output of the instrument. Practical DCCTs for particle beams are a
combination DC section and AC transformer. This overcomes the aliasing inherent in
any sampling circuit and extends the useful bandwidth of the system.
DCCTs are important in synchrotrons and storage rings where measurement of the
DC (0 Hz) component of bunched or unbunched beams is important. These
instruments can provide resolution and long-term stability at the level of one
microampere DC. They are usually not appropriate for transport line applications and
are relatively expensive for applications not requiring DC response.
Classical AC Transformer

The classical transformer functions as a beam current monitor with the beam acting
as a single turn primary winding that drives magnetic flux in the transformer core to
induce voltage in a secondary winding on same core. The output signal can provide a
high fidelity representation of beam current pulses over a wide range of frequencies,
pulse lengths, and amplitudes. The transformers are fundamentally passive devices,
but may be supplemented with various active circuits to modify performance (e.g.
Hereward and ‘active-passive’ configurations). Useful devices have been made for
applications ranging from sub-hertz to multi-hundred megahertz frequencies.
Beam current monitors based on the classical transformer are simple and available
in configurations to suit many applications. It is important to remember that the output
is not DC coupled; no DC output component is present.

Classical Transformer Review
The classical transformer circuit is depicted in Figure 6. Current in any N turn
winding k produces magnetic flux in the core of magnitude Φ k =

Lk ⋅ ik
Nk

. The voltage

appearing across each winding is proportional to the time rate change of the total flux,
T. Steady state equations of the Figure 6 circuit, in Laplace notation ( s = jω ), are:

ΦT =

Lp ⋅ i p

is =

Np

−

Ls ⋅ is
Ns

s ⋅ ΦT ⋅ N s
Rs

Vg = i p ⋅ R g + s ⋅ Φ T ⋅ N p

(5)

(6)
(7)

Eq. 5 is the flux conservation equation. Eqs. 6 and 7 are the secondary and primary
loop equations respectively.
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FIGURE 6. Classical transformer circuit.

Simultaneous solution of these equations yields
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In the beam current model, it is appropriate to replace the voltage generator by an
equivalent current generator,

Rbeam

Ibeam

Vg

Rg

where Vg = ibeam ⋅ Rbeam and Rg = Rbeam . Substituting these relations into Eq. 9 with
N p = 1 , find
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ibeam
, is obtained. The secondary
Ns
current is very closely equal to 1/Ns times the beam current.

For Rbeam >> Rs , the familiar approximate result, is =
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FIGURE 7. Noise measured on long (~250 meter) RG8 coaxial cable into 50 ohms with far end
open and ungrounded. (20mV/div and 40mS/div)
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FIGURE 8. Noise on long RG8 cable with far end terminated and shield grounded. Top: noise on
shield into 50 ohms. Middle: center conductor into high impedance. Bottom: center conductor into 50
ohms. (each 250mV/div and 40mS/div)

NOISE ON CABLES
Noise picked up on signal cables is a persistent problem in systems forced to
operate in the accelerator environment and beam current monitors are no exception.
Figures 7-11, 13, and 14 display noise observed on long coax and twinax cables at the
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FIGURE 9. Noise on long (~300 meter) twinaxial cable with far end center open and shield
grounded. Top: noise on either center into high impedance. Bottom: either center into 50 ohms. (each
10mV/div and 40mS/div)
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FIGURE 10. Noise on long twinax, various configurations with far end shield grounded. Top: noise
on shield. Middle: either center into high 50 ohms with far end tied to shield. Bottom: either center
conductor into 50 ohms with far end terminated to ground. (each 50mV/div and 40mS/div)

Fermilab Booster. The primary frequency component of the noise visible at the
40msec/div scope speed is 15Hz, the frequency of the Booster main magnet system.
Figure 7 shows that low frequency noise even on a long coaxial cable can be small
with a single point ground. Noise voltage between local and remote grounds couples
into the load only through stray capacitance. Low frequencies are strongly suppressed

by the capacitive reactance, but high frequencies pass readily. The short noise burst
visible in Figure 7 is a 30-50Mhz signal due to beam circulating in the machine!
Figure 8 shows situations with the cable shield grounded at the remote end. The
remote termination can be considered as a zero volt 50 ohm impedance signal source
between center and shield. The first trace displays the noise voltage between local and
remote grounds viewed with the cable shield sampling the remote node. The second
trace shows the noise voltage across the shield with both ends grounded and using the
center conductor to sample the remote node. Notice that except for a difference in high
frequency content, the noise voltage amplitude is essentially the same with and
without the shield connected between the two grounds. This indicates that the noise
source impedance is much smaller than the cable shield impedance, a fact that should
not be surprising since the ground impedance is intended to be low and many
conducting paths likely exist between the cable’s two endpoints. The third trace shows
that the observed noise signal is reduced to half amplitude when the receiving end is
loaded in 50 ohms; the two resistances in the center conductor path simply form a
voltage divider across the noise source.
Measurements of a long twinaxial cable with the shield grounded at both ends are
shown in Figure 9. Capacitively coupled noise of significant amplitude is apparent on
the center conductor when loaded with high impedance. The noise is largely absent
when viewed into 50 ohms. This is another example of the voltage divider action, in
this case between the rather large reactive coupling impedance and the scope
impedance.
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FIGURE 11. Differential noise on long twinax with far end shield grounded. Left: top and bottom,
noise on either center conductor into 50 ohms (each 20mV/div); center, difference (2mV/div); (most
of residual signal due to digital scope subtraction). Right: same signals faster time scale (each
20mV/div and 1uS/div).

With 50 ohms load, most of the voltage is dropped across the capacitance. The twinax
cable measurements in Figure 10 compare with the similar coax measurements in
Figure 8. Note that the connection details differ slightly between the middle cases of
the two figures, but the results are basically the same. This should be expected
considering the voltage divider model and the very low source impedance of VN.
The advantage of a floating, shielded signal source is manifested in Figure 11.
Noise on either center conductor alone is the same as the first case of Figure 9, but the
differential noise between the conductors is small. (Unfortunately, most of the noise
apparent in the Fig. 11-Left difference trace was caused by the digital oscilloscope
subtraction. Nearly the same noise appeared with both scope inputs grounded!) Even
at higher frequencies, the differential noise is small (see Fig. 11-Right). The potential
noise reduction advantage offered by the differential capability of twinaxial cable
should be considered in applications where an ungrounded source is possible and the
signal frequencies of interest are suitable (~<100Mhz) for transmission on such a
cable. Note, however, that the advantage can be lost if the signal source is grounded or
if the signal is not treated differentially at the receiver.

Noise Reduction with a Magnetic Core
It is common to find a coaxial cable wrapped several times on a high permeability
toroidal magnetic core for the purpose of noise reduction. As shown in Figures 13 and
14, the effectiveness of this practice, even at frequencies as low as 15Hz, can be
significant. A casual explanation of the
mechanism suggests that the inductive
Vsignal!
impedance added to the shield by the core
reduces ground currents thereby diminishing
the noise. But this explanation is curiously
suspect! The noise voltage, already shown to
VN !
manifest very low source impedance, is
present between the two ends of the cable
VN
regardless of the shield current or impedance.
Higher shield impedance cannot reduce that
voltage. How is it that reduced shield current
will improve the noise situation? Imagine that
a cable shield with zero resistance could be
installed. High ground current would flow, but
Vsignal
the noise voltage would drop to zero and not
appear in the signal load. If this lower shield
impedance reduces the noise, how can it be
that higher impedance would do the same?
FIGURE 12. Coaxial Cable Transformer
The dilemma is solved by a different
explanation, one that describes the core as
forming a transformer between the coaxial shield and center conductor, coupling the
noise voltage equally to both circuit legs. Consider Figure 12 showing a transformer
core with two windings, one the shield of a coax cable and the other the center
conductor of the same cable. Shield and center conductor, each looping the core N
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FIGURE 13. Effect of noise reduction core. Top: noise on long RG8 cable with no toroidal core.
Second: 5 turns coax through toroid. Third: 10 turns. Fourth: many turns. (each 50mV/div and
40mS/div)

FIGURE 14. Noise voltage and spectrum for long RG8 cable with toroidal core. Left: 5 turns on
core. Right: many turns on core. (each top trace 50mV/div and 40mS/div) (each bottom trace
10dB/div and 125Hz/div)

times (one time depicted), link the same magnetic flux in core and therefore manifest
the same induced voltage. At frequencies above
= R/L, where R is the shield
resistance and L is the inductance of the shield winding on the core, that voltage on the
shield winding approaches a value equal to Vnoise. The transformer action forces the
same voltage to appear on the other winding, i.e. the center conductor, and the end-toend voltage on the center conductor will be identically equal to that of the shield, in
this case Vnoise! Therefore the differential shield-to-center voltage at each end of the
cable can be simultaneously independent of the noise voltage. The loop equation for a

normal signal, Vs, through the coax includes Vnoise once along the shield and then once
again but with the opposite polarity along the center conductor. Vnoise cancels along
the normal coaxial signal conduction path and does not contaminate the desired signal!
Quite satisfyingly, low shield resistance now appears as a good thing; lower resistance
reduces the corner frequency at which the transformer action becomes effective.
Dilemma resolved! Note that desired signals propagating inside coax, with shield and
center conductor currents equal and opposite, are in no way be influenced by the core.
With no net current presented to it, the core is effectively eliminated from the picture.
The effect of a noise reduction core with various numbers of turns for the same
RG8 coaxial cable previously measured is shown in Figure 13. The corresponding
noise spectra for the five-turn and the many turn cases are displayed in Figure 14.
Note that the larger number of turns enhances noise attenuation at lower frequencies.
This example demonstrates noise reduction performance achievable with a high
permeability core on a coaxial cable at moderately low frequencies, less than about 110Mhz. Other materials such as suitable ferrites may be used at higher frequencies
where they can provide higher quality inductive reactance than tape cores. In fact
multiple cores of differing materials may be stacked on the same cable for improved
results. However, for frequencies above a few tens of megahertz, the quality of the
cable itself will have an even greater impact on shielding effectiveness.

Local Noise
To this point, only noise pick-up over long cables has been considered. Local noise
sources can also be important. The top case in Figure 15 shows noise on the long RG8
coax due to the Booster extraction kicker power supply, a fast rise-time 1.6usec pulsed
system, in the immediate vicinity of the receiving end of the cable. Even with many
cable turns on the noise reduction core, this fast local noise is large. Compare top trace
of Figure 15 at 20mV/div to bottom trace of Figure 13 at 50mV/div.
The second and third cases in Figure 15 demonstrate that this noise comes from a
strong, local source. Trace two shows the noise picked up on just a twelve-inch length
of RG58 cable grounded and terminated in 50 ohms at both the scope and the opposite
end. Trace three shows results for a twelve-inch length of 0.141" semi-rigid copper
coax line with SMA connectors similarly grounded and terminated. The superior noise
rejection performance of the semi-rigid cable is another example of the skin effect that
was described earlier. At high frequency, voltages and currents expressed on the outer
surface of the coaxial outer conductor are attenuated before reaching the inner surface
of that same conductor where they might couple into the normal signal path. The
higher conductance and greater thickness of the semi-rigid shield relative to the RG58
shield yields more skin depths effective thickness and therefore better shielding. It is
easily demonstrated in a situation like this that even loose connections seriously
deteriorate noise performance of a cable system. Conclusion - High quality cable and
solid connections are necessary to win the noise battle at high frequencies!
The data presented in Figure 15 was obtained with the Booster beam switched off.
Figures 16 and 17 show similar measurements of the same coaxial cables, as well as
that of a twelve-inch open wire, when beam is circulating. The revolution period of
beam in the machine is 1.6usec and all but about three of the eighty-four 53 Mhz
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FIGURE 15. Local noise pick-up sensitivities of different cables. Top: same long RG8 with many
turns on core. Middle: 12 inch length of RG58 with BNC connectors, terminated and grounded at
each end. Bottom: 12 inch length of 0.141 semi-rigid coax with SMA connectors, terminated and
grounded at each end. (each 20mV/div and 1uS/div)

Figure 16. Noise pick-up with beam running;
note 1.6 usec beam revolution frequency. Top:
long RG8 as in Fig. 15 (20mV/div). Bottom:
open 12” wire (200mV/div). (each 1usec/div)

Figure 17. Noise pick-up with beam running;
note 1.6 usec beam revolution frequency.
Top: 12” RG58 as in Fig. 15 (2mV/div).
Bottom: 12” 0.141 semi-rigid as in Fig. 15
(2mV/div). (each 1usec/div)

buckets in the machine are filled. This structure is visible on scope traces in Figures 16
and 17. The beam rf signal picked up by the cables is radiated from unshielded gaps
and ceramic kicker beam tubes in the machine in a manner as described earlier in the
ceramic gap discussion. Even the beam makes noise, so it is proper to conscientiously
shield all gaps!

A SUCCESSFUL BEAM CURRENT MONITOR INSTALLATION
As a working example, a beam current monitor installation used in the Fermilab
8 GeV beam transport line is depicted in Figure 18. The system provides accurate
measurement of the charge in each 1.6usec beam pulse injected into the transport line.
High fidelity representation of the macropulse shape is required, but resolution of the
individual 53Mhz bunches is not. A system bandwidth of only a few megahertz is
acceptable to meet signal observation requirements. Ultimately the signal is processed
by an analog integrate and hold circuit before presentation to the control system.
The current transformer itself is a commercially available model featuring an
isolated output winding and a metallic case for shielding. Twinax cable is utilized to
transport the signal about 50 meters to the processing electronics. (Noise reduction
core is optional.) The twin signal conductors, totally contained within a Faraday
enclosure formed by the transformer case, cable shield, and metal electronics chassis,
are grounded only at the differential receiving amplifier input. The amplifier circuit
(see Fig. 19), based on the Analog Devices AD830, is designed with suitable
bandwidth to meet signal processing requirements and good common mode rejection
to further attenuate noise. Note that the amplifier is not DC coupled to the transformer.
If this seems inappropriate, remember that the transformer does not DC couple to the
beam in any case, so nothing is lost! The measured frequency response and common
mode rejection ratio of the amplifier circuit are given in Figures 20 and 21.

AD830
Twinaxial cable with
grounded shield
Shielded transformer
with floating output
and grounded case

True differential receiver
amplifier in grounded
electronics chassis

Bypass straps across beam tube gap
around outside of transformer

FIGURE 18. A successful beam current monitor installation example.

FIGURE 19. AD830 differential amplifier circuit used on Fermilab 8GeV beamline current monitor.

FIGURE 20. AD830 based amplifier
frequency response.

FIGURE 21. AD830 based amplifier
common mode rejection performance.

This installation performs well for its required purpose and serves here only as one
example of a practical solution to a specific set of requirements. Clearly, different
requirements of other applications will logically and necessarily lead to alternative
designs. For example, a system expected to provide a bandwidth approaching

100Mhz would probably require a different transformer, high quality coaxial cable in
place of twinax, and a different amplifier circuit to maintain signal integrity.

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS
Signal processing requirements will obviously depend on the specific beam current
monitor application. For a relatively flat-topped current pulse or a fixed signal shape
(e.g. for long bunch train down transport line or for ICT output), a single sample of the
signal amplitude at a known time may be sufficient. To record time shape of a current
pulse, fast digitization may be required. Signal integration is required if measurement
of the total charge of variable shape or duration beam pulses is the objective. Often,
amplification is necessary as the first stage of signal processing. The goal of any
processing circuit is to acquire and preserve the desired beam information with
credible and reliable accuracy.
In the processing circuit design, it is important to keep in mind that the signal from
a beam current transformer (DCCT excluded) is not DC coupled. Timing issues will
be important in establishing the accuracy and reliability of any static processed output.
Active baseline restoration may be used to establish a DC reference at a single point in
time, but baseline slope may remain a problem. In general, the transformer signal
baseline level and slope is dependent on previous beam pulses for times up to several
transformer time constants. Best integration results are achieved when the transformer
time constant is long relative to the duration of the beam pulse to be measured and
with the integration window as narrow as possible. Remember, the integral of a nonperiodic AC signal over an indefinite length of time is identically zero.
The source impedance presented by the transformer must be considered; it will not
be the same high impedance as the beam itself. Many transformers designed for high
frequency operation include an internal 50 ohm load and thus present a 50 ohm source
impedance over their useful range. Any other current transformer will present reactive
source impedance equal to the winding inductance. System calibration is directly
affected by cable attenuation and by the terminating impedance at the receiving end of
the cable.
A single turn calibration winding is often included in a beam current monitoring
system. The calibration winding will have minimal incidental effect on the system
transfer function provided it is not shorted. A transformer secondary winding presents
itself to the primary as an impedance proportional to the secondary load impedance
and inversely proportional to the square of the secondary turns. A typical 1 volt/amp
transformer with 50 turns and an internal 50 load reflects back to the beam as
0.02 ohms. A single turn calibration winding on the same transformer, even terminated
in 50 ohms, reflects back as 50 ohms. The loading due to the calibration winding is
only a 1:2500 effect. If using a calibration winding to calibrate for fast pulses, these
effects must be considered: a) the value of any resistive termination of the calibration
cable, b) leakage inductance of the calibration winding through transformer, and
c) any capacitance of the calibration winding to the transformer and case. Where
possible it may be useful to provide a return cable to bring the calibration current back
to the source to facilitate measurement of the current actually passing through monitor.

Proper shielding and noise considerations must always be afforded to calibration
cabling. Any noise coupling into the calibration winding will be indistinguishable
from real signal by the current monitor!
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